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Robert Ludlum's The Lazarus Vendetta
2010-02-25

a thrilling covert one novel from the world s no 1 bestselling international author in the
increasingly turbulent atmosphere of international politics a once grassroots anti
globalisation movement has been slowly taken over by an underground radical anti technology
group fronted by a mysterious figure known only as lazarus all attempts to infiltrate the
group have failed and the intelligence agents involved have disappeared without trace now
lazarus is preparing to make his boldest move yet lt col jon smith is activated by covert one
to bring his skills to bear in uncovering the truth behind the terrorists for unbeknown to the
world at large the lazarus movement is on the brink of setting in motion a deadly scheme that
will risk the lives of billions and for ever change the nature of the world

The Bourne Identity
2012-08-14

1 new york times bestseller his memory is a blank his bullet ridden body was fished from the
mediterranean sea his face has been altered by plastic surgery a frame of microfilm has been
surgically implanted in his hip even his name is a mystery marked for death he is racing for
survival through a bizarre world of murderous conspirators led by carlos the world s most
dangerous assassin who is jason bourne the answer may kill him bonus this edition includes an
excerpt from robert ludlum s the bourne supremacy
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Robert Ludlum's The Paris Option
2003-03

now available in a tall premium edition a bombing in paris is used to hide the kidnapping of a
prominent scientist is it a rogue government or a terrorist cell lt col jon smith is sent by
covert one to find the missing scientist reissue

Robert Ludlum's The Hades Factor
2010-04-01

robert ludlum has been acclaimed as the master of suspense and international intrigue his many
books have thrilled millions of readers reaching the top of bestsellers lists the world over
and setting a standard that has never been surpassed now from the imagination of one of
america s greatest storytellers comes robert ludlum s the hades factor a thrilling new entry
in the covert one series a homeless man in boston an army major in california and a teenage
girl in atlanta all die suddenly and painfully each a victim of an unknown doomsday virus for
three days a team of scientists is a u s government laboratory has been frantically trying to
unlock the virus s secrets when the leading researcher from that lab lt col jonathan smith
returns from overseas he barely survives a series of well orchestrated attempts made on his
life by the time smith eludes his pursuers and makes it home he discovers that the virus has
claimed its fourth victim dr sophia russell smith s fiancee devastated and enraged smith
quickly uncovers evidence that his lover s death was no accident that someone out there has
the virus and the pandemic that threatens hundreds of millions of lives is no accident but
wherever he turns smith finds that some unseen force has blocked his quest for information not
knowing whom to trust smith assembles a private team to search for the truth behind the deadly
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virus while the death toll mounts their quest leads to the highest levels of power and the
darkest corners of the earth as they match wits with a determined genius and as the fate of
the world lies in the balance

Robert Ludlum's the Treadstone Resurrection
2020

operation treadstone has nearly ruined adam hayes the top secret cia black ops program trained
him to be an all but invincible assassin but it also cost him his family and any chance at a
normal life which is why he was determined to get out working as a carpenter in rural
washington state adam thinks he has left treadstone in the past until he received a mysterious
email from a former colleague and soon after is attacked by an unknown hit team at his job
site adam must regain the skills that treadstone taught him lightning reflexes and a cold
conscience in order to discover who the would be killers are and why they have come after him
now are his pursuers enemies from a long ago mission rival intelligence agents or perhaps
forces inside treadstone his search will unearth secrets in the highelest levels of government
and pull him back into the shadowy world he worked so hard to forget

Robert Ludlum's The Bourne Sacrifice
2022-07-26

jason bourne tackles a global media conspiracy in the latest electrifying entry in robert
ludlum s 1 new york times bestselling series jason bourne has faced many killers before but
none as dangerous or as cruelly inventive as the assassin who calls himself lennon bourne
thought he had lennon cornered in iceland only to have the killer escape in a fiery explosion
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now lennon s trail leads bourne to new york and then to washington and the body count rises
with each deadly encounter but who is lennon working for bourne believes the assassin has a
shadowy new employer called the pyramid the only clue to the group s agenda is a young german
woman murdered in washington on her way to a covert meeting but the woman s entire identity
turns out to be a lie and news reports of her death have been strangely twisted and suppressed
finding the truth about this woman may be bourne s only chance to catch lennon and uncover the
conspiracy behind the pyramid but the chase comes with high stakes bourne s former lover
journalist abbey laurent is digging into the mystery too and jason s perilous battle against
lennon and the pyramid will soon put abbey in the assassin s crosshairs bourne will need to
use every bit of his tradecraft and his genius for mayhem to expose this web of lies and
murder before lennon kills the woman he loves

Robert Ludlum's The Cassandra Compact
2010-04-01

for over thirty years robert ludlum has been acknowledged as the master of international
suspense and intrigue in 2000 ludlum managed to raise the bar yet again with his widely
acclaimed bestsellers the prometheus deception and the hades factor the first novel in his
exciting covert one series now covert one is back in a novel that could only have come from
the imagination of the world s greatest storyteller what they re going to do i never would
have believed it it s insanity they were the final words spoken by yuri danko an officer in
the medical division of russia s security service before his body was ripped apart by a spray
of assassins bullets in possession of danko s classified papers covert one operative jon smith
and cia undercover agent randi russell have unearthed a terrifying global conspiracy that
threatens to unleash a plague of immeasurable proportions a serb terrorist has been dispatched
from russia to spirit hazardous vials of deadly bacteria into the united states his mission
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deliver it to an unknown american government agent a shadowy figure whose own motives for
acquiring the bioweapon are made all the more unfathomable when both men are found murdered
and the strain is stolen now smith and russell must track it down find the madman who
possesses it and stop him before he holds a defenseless world hostage with the power to render
the human race extinct

The Robert Ludlum Companion
1993-01

someone s killing treadstone agents and jason bourne may be next on the list in this latest
electrifying entry in robert ludlum s 1 new york times bestselling series from the glacial
waters of alaska to a sexy nightclub in the bahamas treadstone agents are being hunted down
and murdered someone high up in the u s government will stop at nothing to cover up a secret
treadstone mission from the past known as defiance with a team of killers hot on his trail
jason bourne chases the mystery of defiance around the world but as he closes in on the
shocking truth bourne realizes that one man holds the key his archenemy the assassin known as
lennon the russian hitman has been at the heart of defiance from the very beginning and his
next target will put bourne and the woman he loves in the cross hairs as bourne races to stop
the ruthless conspiracy behind defiance he must come face to face with lennon one last time
and the stage is set for a final violent showdown

Robert Ludlum's The Bourne Defiance
2023-07-25

he was untouchable or so he hoped an excellent fast paced novel from no 1 bestselling author
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robert ludlum trevayne was a self made millionaire by the time he was thirty then he went into
government carving out a brilliant and honourable career now he is head of one of the biggest
foundations in the usa fearless intelligent and incorruptible he thinks no one can touch him
then his investigation into the secret government leads him beyond the corridors of official
power into a nightmare maze where mafia leaders and legitimate billionaires mix where even the
presidency can be bought and sold and where a man like trevayne can be a dreaded enemy a duped
victim or maybe just maybe a king

Trevayne
2010-02-25

the first novel in an explosive new series inspired by robert ludlum s bourne universe the
treadstone resurrection introduces an unforgettable hero and the shadowy world that forged him
treadstone made jason bourne an unstoppable force but he s not the only one operation
treadstone has nearly ruined adam hayes the top secret cia black ops program trained him to be
an all but invincible assassin but it also cost him his family and any chance at a normal life
which is why he was determined to get out working as a carpenter in rural washington state
adam thinks he has left treadstone in the past until he receives a mysterious email from a
former colleague and soon after is attacked by an unknown hit team at his job site adam must
regain the skills that treadstone taught him lightning reflexes and a cold conscience in order
to discover who the would be killers are and why they have come after him now are his pursuers
enemies from a long ago mission rival intelligence agents or perhaps forces inside treadstone
his search will unearth secrets in the highest levels of government and pull him back into the
shadowy world he worked so hard to forget
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Robert Ludlum's The Treadstone Resurrection
2020-02-25

new york times bestselling series for three decades robert ludlum s bestselling novels have
set the standard in almost every country in the world against which all other novels of
international intrigue are measured now the altman code is the latest volume in the series of
novels featuring robert ludlum s covert one in the middle of the night on the dark waterside
docks of shanghai a photographer is recording cargo being secretly loaded when he s brutally
killed and his camera destroyed shortly thereafter covert one director fred klein brings the
word to the president that there s a chinese cargo ship rumored to be carrying tons of
chemicals to be used by a rogue nation to create new biological weapons the president cannot
let the ship land and risk the consequences of a new stockpile of deadly chemical weapons
klein is ordered to get the president solid proof of what the chinese ship is ferrying covert
one agent jon smith is sent to rendezvous in taiwan with another agent who has acquired the
ship s true manifest but before smith can get the document the two agents are ambushed the
second agent is murdered the proof is destroyed and smith escapes with only his life scant
clues to mystery behind the cargo ship and a verbal message the president s biological father
is still alive held prisoner by the chinese for fifty years as the chinese cargo ship draws
ever closer to its end port smith must race against the clock to uncover the truth about the
ship and its cargo a truth that probes the deepest secrets of the chinese ruling party the
faction in washington working to undermine the elected government and the international cabal
who is thrusting the world to the very brink of war
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Robert Ludlum's The Altman Code
2007-04-01

includes a new introduction from bestselling author rob sinclair the third reich is in its
death struggle a spellbinding story of international terror and intrigue greed and cunning
suspense and murder from the no 1 bestselling master storyteller the real titan of the genre
is robert ludlum gq the scarlatti inheritance has drive and excitement from first page to last
robert ludlum is an ingenious storyteller mario puzo in washington word is received that an
elite member of nazi high command is willing to defect and divulge information that will
shorten the war but his defection entails the release of the ultra top secret file on the
scarlatti inheritance a file whose contents will destroy many of the western world s greatest
and most illustrious reputations if they are made known

The Scarlatti Inheritance
2010-02-25

paul janson a character first featured in robert ludlum s bestselling novel the janson
directive has a new goal save the world one operative one mission one redemption at a time
reformed from his days of covert operations paul janson has set a new mission for himself
working in partnership with champion sharpshooter jessica kincaid he rehabilitates
disenchanted agents and helps them create new lives outside of the violent intelligence sector
these former operatives then form a network of support for janson when it comes to his other
job janson also takes on independent assignments for a fee he ll use his skills to resolve
international crises but only those actions that he believes contribute to the greater good of
all whether he s rescuing an american doctor from somalian pirates attacking militant thugs
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intent on murdering a west african public servant agitating for human rights or hunting the
money lenders who capitalize on barbaric civil war janson stays honest with three simple rules
1 no torture 2 no civilian casualties 3 no killing anyone who doesn t try to kill them yet
with his commitment to doing what is right while facing canny intelligence operatives ruthless
warlords deep sea marauders or brutal dictators janson finds that his most difficult task is
figuring out if he s fighting for the good side

Robert Ludlum's (TM) The Janson Command
2012-02-14

jason bourne is back and this time he s the hunted one the latest electrifying entry in robert
ludlum s 1 new york times bestselling series around the world treadstone agents are being
hunted down and murdered and jason bourne may be next on the list someone high up in the u s
government is erasing all evidence of a shocking mission from bourne s past known as defiance
and that evidence includes bourne himself staying one step ahead of a team of killers bourne
follows a global trail that leads him to one of the government s darkest secrets but exposing
the truth about the defiance mission will also bring bourne face to face with his arch enemy
the assassin known as lennon for a final deadly confrontation the action is relentless but
expertly rendered and bourne remains a fascinating creation more than 40 years into his life
on the page series fans will leave this entry exhausted satisfied and hungry for more
publishers weekly on the bourne defiance reviewers on brian freeman freeman has a firm grasp
of bourne s tangled background plus the skills to keep the action front and center bourne fans
will hope for an encore from this talented author publishers weekly this guy can tell a story
michael connelly some of the most literate and stylish writing you ll find anywhere today
jeffery deaver
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Robert Ludlum'sTM The Bourne Defiance
2023-07-25

cia長官に呼び出されたジェイソン ボーンは 副長官のリンドロスが1週間前に失踪していたことを知る テロリストの核爆弾密輸情報をつかんだリンドロスは エチオピアで調査にあたっている最中 何
者かに拉致されたのだ リンドロスを救出するため エチオピアに飛んだボーンの目の前に次々と危機が降りかかる 暗殺者ジェイソン ボーンの孤独な闘いを描く3部作第2弾

ボーン・ビトレイヤル
2009-02-10

inver brass a group of high minded and high placed intellectuals they see a monstrous threat
to the country in hoover s unethical use of his scandal ridden private files and so they
decide to do away with him quietly efficiently with no hint of impropriety until bestselling
thriller writer peter chancellor stumbles onto information that makes his previous books look
like harmless fairy tales now chancellor and inver brass are on a deadly collision course
spiralling across the globe in an ever widening arc of violence and terror they are hurtling
towards a showdown that will rip washington s intelligence community apart leaving only one
damning document to survive the chancellor manuscript

The Chancellor Manuscript
2004

five people want to change the world and one man must pay the price a fast paced brilliant
thriller from the no 1 bestselling author robert ludlum in the sultanate of oman over two
hundred hostages are being held at gunpoint and the world watches helplessly as the madness
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begins the spirit of the mahdi is abroad intent on complete financial and political domination
evan kendrick a quiet congressman is an unlikely hero but in his past is a violence he cannot
forget on the other side of the world five very eccentric very rich people are meeting they
are the inheritors of inver brass their aim to utterly transform the world they seek a new
saviour an innocent messiah evan kendrick is to be their unwilling victim

The Icarus Agenda
2009-12-23

the fate of the free world is in one man s hands a superb thriller from the no 1 bestselling
author after three years deep under cover us agent harry latham has penetrated the fortress
like mountain hideaway of the brotherhood of the watch a neo nazi organisation born after the
fall of the third reich then on the eve of his most spectacular success harry disappears drew
latham is frantic to discover his older brother s fate but when he receives word that harry
has surfaced serious doubts arise has harry s cover been blown and if so why has the
brotherhood of the watch let him live the search for the truth about harry plunges drew into a
labyrinth of deceit and death

The Apocalypse Watch
2009-12-23

隠遁生活を送るヴェトナム戦争の英雄 伝説的スナイパーのボブ リー スワガーのもとにある依頼が舞い込む 新たに開発された銃弾の性能をテストしてほしいというのだ だが それはボブを嵌める罠だっ
た 恐るべき陰謀に巻き込まれ 無実の罪を着せられたボブは ＦＢＩ捜査官のニックとともに 事件の真相を暴き 陰謀の黒幕に迫る 愛と名誉を守るための闘いが始まる
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極大射程（上）
2013-06-28

the first collection of ludlum s works ever to be published this omnibus contains three of his
most famous and bestselling thrillers the holcroft covenant the matarese circle and the bourne
identity unavailable in hardcover elsewhere

The Ludlum Triad
1989

the most outrageous criminal escapade of all time from the no 1 bestselling author of the
bourne series general mackenzie hawkins is a living military legend a hero and a rogue when he
gets kicked out of the army for conduct unbecoming to an officer his options are limited but
not for long he has a plan a plan so ambitious it will shock the world and make him a very
rich man he is going to get 400 million a dollar from every catholic in the world and he s
going to do it by kidnapping the pope

The Road to Gandolfo
2010-02-25

from the explosive world of jason bourne emerges a new hero operation treadstone made jason
bourne but he s not the only agent they trained adam hayes was moulded into a weapon by
treadstone the black ops cia programme that turns government agents into nearly superhuman
assassins to atone for his sins he s left that life behind and is working as a pilot bringing
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medical supplies to endangered communities in africa but during a charitable mission in
burkina faso his quiet life is upended when his aircraft is attacked by extremists with his
plane damaged hayes is forced to make an emergency landing only to find a hornet s nest of
trouble waiting for him on the ground in order to get back in the air hayes agrees to
transport a passenger zoe cabot the daughter of a tech baron to a small coastal city but what
is supposed to be a simple job goes horribly wrong when zoe is kidnapped right in front of his
eyes determined to get her back hayes mounts a one man rescue but after being attacked from
all sides he realizes this is no ordinary kidnapping luckily for zoe adam hayes is no ordinary
man and he ll stop at nothing to get her back even if it means that his path to peace is
littered with bodies

Robert Ludlum'sTM the Treadstone Exile
2021-02-04

watch your back 007 bourne is out to get you sunday times olympic style all out espionage
daily express readers were first introduced to jason bourne s nemesis leonid arkadin a
brilliant russian assassin and fearless international mercenary in the bourne sanction his
girlfriend was killed during a fight for which an enraged arkadin blames bourne in the bourne
deception arkadin hunted bourne to take revenge and kill him bourne in a fight for his life
learned that arkadin s skills mirror jason s because he received the same original cia
treadstone training now in the bourne objective jason turns the tables and targets arkadin
hunter will become hunted but revenge can cause great psychological devastation has this
become too personal for bourne will this hunt be bourne s downfall
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Robert Ludlum's The Bourne Objective
2010-05-27

the perfect weapon the ultimate operative his codename is bourne watch your back 007 bourne is
out to get you sunday times the perfect weapon the ultimate operative his codename is bourne
watch your back 007 bourne is out to get you sunday times contains the bourne identity the
bourne supremacy the bourne ultimatum the bourne legacy the bourne betrayal the bourne
sanction the bourne deception the bourne objective

Robert Ludlum's Bourne Collection (ebook)
2011-10-27

the brand new covert one thriller from a master storyteller and global bestseller when a us
special forces team is wiped out by a group of normally peaceful farmers in uganda covert one
operative jon smith is sent to investigate video of the attack shows even women and children
possessing almost supernatural speed and strength consumed with a rage that makes them immune
to pain fear and all but the most devastating injuries smith finds evidence of a parasitic
infection that for centuries has been causing violent insanity and then going dormant this
time though it s different and as smith and his team are cut off from all outside support they
begin to suspect that forces much closer to home are in play

Robert Ludlum's The Ares Decision
2011-09-15
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par une nuit noire sur une plage déserte en espagne michael havelock un des meilleurs agents
au service des etats unis assiste bouleversé à l exécution de la femme qu il aime jenna karras
accusée d être un agent double membre de l effroyable voennaya kontra rozvedka branche du k g
b qui partout faisait éclore le terrorisme il le fallait son amour était un tueur après le
drame michael brisé démissionne et voyage mais sur le quai de la gare d ostie à rome il
aperçoit jenna bien vivante et qui s enfuit son enquête et sa course folle pour la retrouver
vont alors faire plonger michael corps et âme dans l affaire la plus dangereuse de sa carrière
la mosaïque parsifal un extraordinaire thriller par l auteur de la mémoire dans la peau un des
maîtres mondiaux du suspense

La Mosaïque Parsifal (en 1 volume)
2012-11-20

an explosive thriller from the world s no 1 bestselling international writer nicholas bryson
spent years as a deep cover operative for the american secret intelligence group the
directorate after a disastrous mission bryson was retired to a new identity now years later
his cover is cracked and bryson learns that the directorate was not what it claimed to be and
that he was in fact a pawn being used against his country s interests the directorate is
headed for a dangerous endgame and the cia recruits bryson to stop them but after years on the
sidelines bryson s field skills are rusty his contacts unreliable his instincts suspect and he
no longer knows who if anyone can be trusted

The Prometheus Deception
2009-12-23
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this work is a composite index of the complete runs of all mystery and detective fan magazines
that have been published through 1981 added to it are indexes of many magazines of related
nature this includes magazines that are primarily oriented to boys book collecting the
paperbacks and the pulp magazine hero characters since these all have a place in the mystery
and detective genre

Mystery Fanfare
1983

jason bourne has been pursued by powerful governments and escaped hunted by the most skilled
assassins in the world and outsmarted them and targeted by terrorists and defeated their plans
for global chaos but now bourne wants only one thing retribution bourne s friend eli yadin
head of mossad learns that ouyang jidan a senior member of china s politburo and a major
mexican drug lord may have been trafficking in something far more deadly than drugs yadin
needs bourne to investigate bourne agrees but only because he has a personal agenda ouyang
jidan is the man who ordered rebeka one of the only people bourne has ever truly cared about
murdered bourne is determined to avenge her death but in the process he becomes enmeshed in a
monstrous world wide scheme involving the chinese mexicans and russians bourne s increasingly
desperate search for ouyang takes him from tel aviv to shanghai mexico city and ultimately a
village on china s coast where a clever trap has been laid for him bourne finds himself
pursued on all sides and unsure whom he can trust as he moves closer to ouyang closer to
avenging the woman he loved he also moves ever closer to his own death
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Robert Ludlum's (TM) The Bourne Retribution
2013-12-03

japan and china are thrown close to the brink of war when a japanese warship is attacked
meanwhile top covert one operative jon smith is sent to recover mysterious material from the
wrecked fukushima nuclear reactor smith vanishes and cia agent randi russell goes on an
unsanctioned mission to find him she discovers that the missing samples may be evidence that
japan led by chief of staff masao takahashi has been developing next generation weapons
systems in preparation for a conflict with china the covert one team must prevent takahashi
from sparking a war or the world will be dragged into a battle certain to kill tens of
millions of people and leave much of the planet uninhabitable

Robert Ludlum's The Patriot Attack
2015-09-29

new york times bestselling author eric van lustbader presents a new story about the rogue
secret agent who has lost his memory created by internationally bestselling novelist robert
ludlum jason bourne is searching for an elusive cadre of terrorists planning to destroy
america s most strategic natural resources and needs the help of his longtime friend general
boris karpov karpov the newly appointed head of russia s most feared spy agency fsb 2 is one
of the most determined honorable and justice hungry men that bourne knows but karpov has made
a deal with the devil in order to remain the head of fsb 2 he must hunt down and kill bourne
now these two trusted friends are on a deadly collision course from the colombian highlands to
munich cadiz and damascus the clock is counting down to a disaster that will cripple america s
economic and military future only bourne and karpov have a chance to avert the catastrophe but
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if they destroy each other first that chance will be gone forever

Robert Ludlum's (TM) The Bourne Dominion
2011-07-19

in a study that examines in depth seventeen of ludlum s novels including the latest the
apocalypse watch 1995 macdonald uncovers the serious themes running through the novels the
role of the individual in preserving democracy the value of competing voices the failure of
educational institutions to preserve ideals the temptations of power the importance of
personal loyalties in the face of impersonal organizations and the nature of evil she shows
how ludlum s novels are valuable in helping us to understand modern paranoia our fear of
conspiracies terrorism barbarism and intolerance

Robert Ludlum
1997-10-16

jason bourne is back olympic style all out espionage daily express watch your back 007 bourne
is out to get you sunday times jason bourne s nemesis arkadin is still hot on his trail and
the two continue their struggle reversing roles of hunter and hunted when bourne is ambushed
and badly wounded he fakes his death and goes into hiding in safety he takes on a new identity
and begins a mission to find out who tried to assassinate him meanwhile an american passenger
airliner is shot down bourne s search for the man who shot him intersects with the search for
the people that brought down the airliner leading him into one of the most deadly and
challenging situations he has ever encountered with the threat of a new world war brewing
bourne finds himself in a race against time to uncover the truth and find the person behind
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his assault all the while being stalked by his unknown nemesis

Robert Ludlum's The Bourne Deception
2009-06-11

from the explosive world of jason bourne emerges a new hero operation treadstone made jason
bourne but he s not the only agent they trained treadstone nearly destroyed adam hayes the top
secret cia black ops program trained him to be an all but invincible assassin but it also cost
him his family and any chance at a normal life which is why he was determined to get out
working as a carpenter in rural washington state adam thinks he has left treadstone in the
past until he receives a mysterious email from a former colleague and soon after is attacked
by an unknown hit team at work adam must regain the skills that operation treadstone taught
him lightning reflexes and a cold conscience in order to discover who the would be killers are
and why they have come after him now are his pursuers enemies from a long ago mission rival
intelligence agents or perhaps forces inside treadstone his search will unearth secrets in the
highest levels of government and pull him back into the shadowy world he worked so hard to
forget the treadstone resurrection is the first novel in an explosive new series inspired by
robert ludlum s bourne universe introducing an unforgettable hero and the covert world that
forged him

Robert Ludlum'sTM the Treadstone Resurrection
2020-02-25

over the past decade the popularity of cocktails has returned with gusto amateur and
professional mixologists alike have set about recovering not just the craft of the cocktail
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but also its history philosophy and culture the shaken and the stirred features essays written
by distillers bartenders and amateur mixologists as well as scholars all examining the so
called cocktail revival and cocktail culture why has the cocktail returned with such force why
has the cocktail always acted as a cultural indicator of class race sexuality and politics in
both the real and the fictional world why has the cocktail revival produced a host of
professional organizations blogs and conferences devoted to examining and reviving both the
drinks and habits of these earlier cultures

The Shaken and the Stirred
2020-09-01

1 new york times bestseller now a major motion picture his memory is a blank his bullet ridden
body was fished from the mediterranean sea his face has been altered by plastic surgery a
frame of microfilm has been surgically implanted in his hip even his name is a mystery marked
for death he is racing for survival through a bizarre world of murderous conspirators led by
carlos the world s most dangerous assassin who is jason bourne the answer may kill him robert
ludlum stuffs more surprises into his novels than any other six pack of thriller writers
combined the new york times

The Bourne Identity
2010-01-05

one evening in washington dc several high ranking members of government disappear in a mass
kidnapping among the kidnapped is nick rendel a computer software coding expert in charge of
drone programming and strategy he is the victim with the most dangerous knowledge including
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confidential passwords and codes that are used to program the drones if revealed his
kidnappers could reprogram the drones to strike targets within the united states jon smith and
the covert one team begin a worldwide search to recover the officials but as the first
kidnapping victims are rescued they show disturbing signs of brainwashing or mind altering
drugs smith s investigation leads him to fort detrick where a researcher dr laura taylor had
been attempting to create a drug to wipe memory from soldiers suffering from post traumatic
stress syndrome but dr taylor s research was suspended almost a year ago when she was placed
in a mental institution now if smith doesn t figure out the brainwashing drug and track down
the kidnapped nick rendel the kidnappers will soon have the power to carry out drone strikes
anywhere in the world

Robert Ludlum's The Geneva Strategy
2015-02-03

combining fast paced thrilling reads with episodic delivery in the vein of tv shows 24 alias
and spooks books 1 3 are a must read for fans of robert ludlum vince flynn and james patterson
episode 1 assassins hunted episode 2 assassins vengeance episode 3 assassins retribution

English Assassins Books 1-3
2019-07-17

on a desolate island deep within the arctic a scientific expedition photographs the wreckage
of a bomber it seems to be a relic from the cold war but a handful of insiders know that it is
a soviet air force biological warfare platform still armed with weaponised anthrax covert one
s lt col jon smith leads a team to secure the site but on the island they find themselves
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confronted with a traitor from within their ranks gradually they become aware that the ancient
bomber conceals something else a secret so deadly that it could trigger a third world war

Robert Ludlum's the Arctic Event
2007-12
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